Previous studies showed that regular users have become an important source of innovation (called user innovation). Previous studies also suggested that two factors have significant impacts on user innovation: the social network structure of the users and neighbours' innovation performance (neighbours mean users having interactions with the focal user). However, in these studies, the influence of the two factors were only discussed separately, and it remained unclear whether these two factors interdependently affected a focal user's innovation. To examine the interplay between the network structure and the neighbours' innovation performance, we harnessed data sets from "Idea Storm", which collects data on user network and idea submission. Through panel regression analyses, we found that-within an open-network structure-the higher innovation performance of neighbours has a larger positive impact on the focal user's innovation ability. Conversely, in an enclosed network structure, neighbours' higher performance has a larger negative impact on the focal user's innovation ability. Our findings filled an important gap in understanding the interplay between the network structure and the neighbours' performance in user innovation. More broadly, these results suggested that the interplay between the neighbours and the network structures merits attention that even goes beyond user innovation.
Introduction
M any recent studies have shown that regular users, rather than specialists or organisations, have begun to capture a leading role in innovation (Gustafsson et al., 2012; Kratzer and Lettl, 2008; Lüthje, 2004; Reichwald et al., 2004; Von Hippel, 1986) . This new perspective on innovation is called customer innovation or user innovation (Gustafsson et al., 2012; Von Hippel, 1986) . User innovation occurs when a non-professional group of people contributes to innovation in a professional field (Howe, 2008) . Because of its high effectiveness and low cost, it is considered a key approach to innovation (Hallikainen et al., 2019) .
One important question about user innovation revolves around what features of an agent (person) affect her/his innovation ability, and how. Previous studies (Grosser et al., 2017; Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017; Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003; Phelps et al., 2012; Shah et al., 2018) showed that two features have a significant impact: (1) the social network structure around the focal agent and (2) innovation abilities of other agents who have direct interactions with the focal agent (hereafter, we call the focal agent ego, and these other agents neighbours). Researchers found that an open-network structure, which comprises neighbours in groups without ties between one another (See Fig. 1 ), benefited the innovation capability of an ego as the open-network structure provides a diverse information set to the ego (Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017; Phelps et al., 2012; Shah et al., 2018) . In addition, researchers showed that neighbours with a high innovation performance also benefited the innovation of an ego as they provided valuable experiences and resources (Grosser et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2018) . However, all these studies discussed the network structure separately from the innovation capability of the neighbours. In contrast, some theorists in network science (Lin, 2002; Pentland, 2015) suggested that there should be an interplay between these two factors. In other words, the effects of the network structure and of the neighbours will affect each other, dependently.
In this respect, on one hand, the direction of neighbours' effect will differ depending on the openness of the network structure. The open-network structure will benefit the ego's innovation because it brings heterogeneous neighbours to the ego (Newman and Dale, 2007; Prell et al., 2009; Rogers, 2010) . These neighbours are in the various sub-groups within the network. Therefore, they can provide the nonredundant information for the ego (Burt, 2009; Capaldo, 2007; Kratzer and Lettl, 2008; Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017 ). Furthermore, the different knowledge backgrounds and behavioural patterns of these neighbours become the source of the nonredundant information for the ego (Newman and Dale, 2007; Prell et al., 2009; Rogers, 2010) . The diversity and newness of nonredundant information will become the important resource for the ego's innovation. By contrast, the enclosed network structure tends to undermine the ego's innovation because it results in highly homogeneous neighbours (Newman and Dale, 2007; Prell et al., 2009; Rogers, 2010) . Therefore, they can only provide the highly redundant information for the ego (Burt, 2009; Granovetter, 1983) . Moreover, the enclosed network causes the so-called echo chamber phenomenon, which often happens among highly homogeneous neighbours (e.g., Pentland, 2015; Colleoni et al., 2014; Treviranus and Hockema, 2009) . Under this phenomenon, egos behave in the same way as their neighbours, resulting in a significant decline in innovation performance.
On the other hand, the intensity of the network structure's influence will vary depending on the neighbours' performance. First, the innovation performance of neighbours indicates the quantity of the (redundant or nonredundant) information resource neighbours can provide (Grosser et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2018; Lin, 2002) . High-performance neighbours significantly affect the ego because she/he receives most of the information resources from them. In contrast, low-performance neighbours can hardly provide enough information resources to influence the ego. Subsequently, the ego will judge the underlying quality of this information when she/he is affected by her/his neighbours' information (De Clercq and Dimov, 2008; Dimov and Milanov, 2010; Geringer, 1988; Podolny, 2001) . The information from high-status neighbours will be evaluated more highly than that from low-status. Accordingly, it will affect the ego's innovation more strongly. In addition, it is considered that, in a user innovation process, a neighbour's status is decided by her/his previous innovation performance (Lin, 1999; Lin, 2002) . Therefore, neighbours with high performance will be considered as highly creditable, and their information will have a larger impact on the ego's innovation. In contrast, the information from neighbours without high performance will not be highly evaluated by the ego and will only have a small effect on the ego's innovation (Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003; Lin, 1999; Lin, 2002) .
We combined the above two aspects to build the complete theoretical prediction about the interplay of the network structure and neighbours' innovation performance: the network structure moderates the direction of the effect, and the neighbours' innovation performance adjusts the intensity of the effect (as shown in Fig. 2 ).
As shown in Fig. 2 , the information from high-performance neighbours will have a large effect on the ego's innovation; if the network structure is open, the effect will be positive; if the network structure is enclosed, it will be negative. On the contrary, the information from low-performance neighbours will have less impact on the ego's innovation, and the direction is decided by the network structure, in the same way as above.
Based on this theoretical prediction, we hypothesised as follows: in an open-network structure, neighbours with a higher innovation performance have a larger positive effect on an ego's innovation; contrastingly, in an enclosed network structure, neighbours' higher performance will have a larger negative effect on an ego's innovation (hereafter denoted as the research hypothesis).
In the remainder of the paper, we conducted a panel regression to test whether and how the interaction between the network Fig. 1 The illustration of the open-network structure and the enclosed network structure. Both a and b show network structures of egos with the ego as a blue node, neighbours as yellow nodes and other nodes (users) having ties with neighbours as grey nodes. In a typical open-network structure (a), neighbours (in yellow) have no tie between one another, therefore, no neighbour can be approached through other neighbours of the ego, positioning the ego as a bridge connecting several (three in a) unconnected sub-groups in which her/his neighbours are. In a typical enclosed network structure (b), neighbours (in yellow), conversely, have ties between one another. As a result, every neighbour in (b) can be approached through other neighbours, indicating that the ego is stuck in one dense sub-group and has no chance of linking with other sub-groups in the network. ARTICLE PALGRAVE COMMUNICATIONS | https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599-019-0383-x structure and neighbours' innovation performance affects the innovation ability of each ego.
Additionally, our hypothesis was also tested by computer simulation in the supplement information (See SI 5). The regression model verified the moderating effect of the network structure on individual-level. However, the simulation further verified the moderating effect of the network structure in the network-level. However, since the results of these two ways were highly consistent, we only introduced the regression in the main text.
Methods
Raw data. It is, in general, difficult to study the research hypothesis due to the limited accessibility of data documenting both interactions between users and their innovation abilities. This study solved the problem by gathering data sets from a website called "Idea Storm", which was designed by Dell to collect interesting ideas from their users. Idea Storm has records both on the idea submissions of each user and on interactions between users. This website is considered a reasonable target to observe user innovation (Bayus, 2013) .
This research included neither ethical approval nor informed consent since "Idea Storm" is a public website and all users were anonymous.
We gathered two raw data sets from Idea Storm through a website crawler (See details about data collection in SI 1). One data set included interactions between users (denoted user network data hereafter) and the other documented ideas submitted by users (denoted idea submission data hereafter). A directed weighted network with 6,333 users was constructed using user network data; ties between users were defined by "vote" and "comment". "Vote" represents a vote by one user to support another's idea and "comment" represents a comment made by one user on someone else's idea. We assumed that in the network, there was a tie between user A and B if either "vote" or "comment" existed between them (See Fig. 3 ). The direction and frequency of "vote" and "comment" were defined as the direction and weight of the ties.
Here, we did not distinguish the "vote" ties from the "comment" ties because the previous research (Bayus, 2013; Huang et al., 2014) using the same data from the "Idea Storm" suggested that both the "comment" and the "vote" have the same essence: the signal of preference for information and interaction. We also confirmed this argument using our data: We found that nearly all of the users (1,000 in 1,057) who sent a comment to another user also voted for the same user. This high synchronicity between the "comment" and the "vote" implies their essential similarity.
In the idea submission data, 326 users among 6,333 submitted 493 ideas defined as effective by Dell from 2007 to 2018. Based on Bayus (2013) , we defined the effectiveness of ideas as the status of the ideas provided by Dell; when an idea was implemented or partly implemented into an actual product, it was regarded as effective.
Both the user network data and the idea submission data included timestamps showing when the interaction or the idea submission was conducted.
Panel data construction. We constructed an unbalanced daily panel data set at the user level based on the timestamps in the user network data and the ideas submission data. By this way, we got a data set which documented the change of the users' antecedent network structure before they submitted every effective idea. Using this data, the regression model can distinguish the case where the dependent variable changed alongside with the independent variables from the case where the independent variables just changed after the change of the dependent variable.
To be more specific, the user network data documented the sender, the receiver and the timestamp for every comment or vote (See SI Fig. S2 ). The idea submission data recorded the effectiveness (namely, if this idea is effective or not) and the timestamp of every submitted idea.
To construct the network at a certain time point, we used all the comments and votes in the user network data before this time point. Therefore, the network can be considered as a result of the antecedent interactions between users (See SI Fig. S2 ). Then, the variables related to the network were computed based on the network at every time point. Other variables unrelated to the network were computed as the aggregation before the time point. Such as the effective idea submission at t i (introduced as the dependent variable in the following section) represented how many effective ideas had been submitted by the user before the time point t i . It is, thus, a cumulative variable.
By this way, we got the panel data set. The specific meaning of every variable in our data set was introduced in the "Variables for regressions" part.
Variables for regressions. Based on the raw data, we computed the variables for the panel regression models. The regression models tested whether highly innovative neighbours have a significantly positive (negative) impact on the innovation ability of an ego in an open (enclosed) network structure.
We set the innovation ability of an ego as the dependent variable. It was measured through a count variable, reflecting how many effective ideas an ego submitted into "Idea Storm".
The openness of the network structure of an ego, one independent variable, was measured by constraint based on previous studies (Ahuja, 2000; Burt, 2009; Scott, 2017; Walker et al., 1997) . The constraint, varying from 0 to 1, measures how many of the neighbours of an ego had ties with other neighbours. Since the ties in our data represent the preference allocation, this indicator means to what degree the ego and her/his neighbours shares the same preference on each other. The more open- Fig. 2 The illustration of interaction between the network structure and the neighbours' innovation performance. On one hand, the information from the high-performance neighbours will affect the ego's innovation deeply; the information from the low-performance neighbours will only slightly affect the ego's innovation. On the other hand, the information from the enclosed network will negatively affect the ego's innovation, and the information from the open-network will positively affect the ego's innovation. In sum, the network structure moderates the direction of the effect, and the neighbours' innovation performance adjusts the intensity of the effect.
network structure indicates that an ego preferred the more diverse neighbours and information; while the more enclosed network structure indicates that an ego preferred the more homogeneous neighbours and information (Bayus, 2013; Cho and Shih, 2011) . A constraint with the value of 1 indicates that every neighbour of an ego had ties with other neighbours directly or indirectly, meaning that the ego is embedded in one enclosed subgroup with members preferring to interact with each other instead of linking different sub-groups (as shown in Fig. 1b ); a constraint with a value of <1 and >0 suggests that a higher proportion of neighbours had ties with other neighbours; and a constraint with the value of 0 indicates that none of the neighbours of the ego had ties with other neighbours, which means that the ego links, as a bridge in the network, several different preference-groups with one another. In summary, a smaller constraint indicates a more open-network structure for the ego (See details of calculation of constraint in SI 3).
The neighbours' innovation performance, the other independent variable, was measured as the average number of effective ideas submitted by ego's neighbours, because the total number of effective ideas has a fairly high-negative correlation with the constraint (r = −0.43, p-value < 0.01). In order to consider the interaction between the neighbours' innovation performance and the constraints in the model, a low correlation between these two independent variables is necessary to prevent multicollinearity. The average number of effective ideas for neighbours, although still significant, showed a low correlation with the constraint (r = 0.08, p-value < 0.01) (Additionally, because of this, the number of neighbours each ego has was added as a control variable as explained below).
Moreover, to test our hypothesis, we examined the interaction between the constraint and the average number of effective ideas from neighbours.
In addition to the dependent and independent variables, we used four control variables: (1) the number of days from the ego has been observed in the data, (2) the frequency of interactions sent by the ego, (3) the number of neighbours of the ego, and (4) the number of all ideas (including the effective ideas and the ineffective ideas) submitted by the user. The number of observation days, the frequency of interactions, and the number of all idea submissions were added since it is natural to assume that when she/he spends more time, has more interactions and submits more ideas in the "Idea Storm", an ego tends to be more likely to submit more effective ideas. "The number of neighbours of an ego was added because of the usage of the average number of effective ideas submitted by neighbours. Note that individual features were not included in the control variables. Therefore, to control the potential differences between individuals, we added the individual-effect into the panel model. As a result, the panel model will estimate the intercept separately for every user in the data. The potential individual differences were controlled by the intercept. This was explained in details in the following section.
In summary, the model is as follows:
Ego 0 s effective idea submission The basic statistics including the number of data points, mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum of each variable are shown in Table 1 , and correlations and distributions between each pair of variables are shown in Fig. 4 .
Estimation approach. Since the dependent variable was a count variable, we used the panel Poisson model with individual-effect to estimate the relationship between the dependent variable (the number of effective idea submissions) and the independent variables. Based on Hausman type test (Allison, 2005) , the fixedeffects model was preferred (for the model without interaction, chi-square = 53.861, p-value < 0.01; for the model with interaction, chi-square = 18.738, p-value = 0.009). This model estimated the number of effective idea submissions by maximum likelihood estimation as follows: y it ; the effective idea submissions of user i at time point t :
where y it is considered as a random variable with a Poisson distribution with a mean of Λ(ν). The minimum and maximum after standardised Fig. 3 The illustration of ties in user network data. There will be a tie between user a (in yellow) and user b (in green) if either a "vote", referring to a vote to support one's ideas, or a "comment", referring to a comment made by one user on another's idea, exists between users a and b. The direction and frequency of the "vote" and "comment" were defined as the direction and weight of ties. ARTICLE PALGRAVE COMMUNICATIONS | https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599-019-0383-x
Here, x it represents all of our independent variables and control variables that vary over time and individuals. All variables were standardised (representing that their means were adjusted to zero and standard deviations were adjusted to one) in the regression models.
Because of the anonymization in "Idea Storm", our model did not have z i , that is the individual feature, which does not vary over time. However, the α i captured the unobserved differences between individuals. Therefore, this analysis controlled the influence of inaccessible individual features. In another word, in this research, we controlled the potential individual differences by the above-mentioned method instead of using the control variables. Also note that based on the convention in the previous research (Bayus, 2013; Cornwell and Trumbull, 1994) , we did not report the values of the intercepts in the "Results" section, since every user (namely for every i) has a different α i .
Results
The results of the regression models are summarised in Table 2 . The model without interaction between the constraint and neighbours' innovation performance was built together with the model with the interaction. By comparing these two models, we can test whether the moderating impact of network structures (the research hypothesis) is statistically significant. Please note that all independent and control variables were standardised in all of the models. Fig. 4 Correlations, distributions and scatter plots of variables in regression models. In this figure, the diagonal shows the names and histograms with the density curve of every variable in the regression models. Note that the names of the variables are abridged to be displayed in the figure. Figures in the lower triangle show the scatter plots between each pair of variables. The red line shows the relationship between these two variables predicted by the linear regression (OLS). In the upper triangle, significant correlations between each pair of variables are shown. One star refers to a p-value smaller than 0.1, two stars refer to a p-value smaller than 0.05 and three stars refer to a p-value smaller than 0.01. PALGRAVE COMMUNICATIONS | https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599-019-0383-x ARTICLE PALGRAVE COMMUNICATIONS | (2020) 6:7 | https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599-019-0383-x | www.nature.com/palcomms
The results showed that neighbours' average idea submission had a significant negative impact (coefficient = −0.21 and p-value < 0.01) in the model without interaction, whereas it had a significant positive impact (coefficient = 0.17 and p-value < 0.01) in the model with interaction. More importantly, in the model with interaction, both the constraint and interaction showed significant negative impacts (coefficient = −1.35 and coefficient = −1.89, both p-values < 0.01) on the dependent variable. This reflects that when an ego's constraint is low, a larger average idea submission from neighbours leads to more effective idea submissions for an ego; conversely, when an ego's constraint is high, a larger average idea submission from neighbours lowers the number of effective idea submissions by the ego. These results were also robust when we used the average moving time windows of 1 week and 1 month to construct the panel data (See SI 4). Thus, our results supported the research hypothesis that, in an open-network structure, neighbours with a higher innovation performance have a larger positive impact on an ego's innovation; in an enclosed network structure, neighbours with a higher innovation performance have a larger negative impact on an ego's innovation.
We visualised this result in Fig. 5 : The three lines in Fig. 5 represent three hypothetical users whose constraints are equal to the mean (the middle constraint), the mean plus one standard deviation (the high constraint), and the mean minus one standard deviation (the low constraint), respectively. All control variables of these three users are equal to the respective means. The x-axis denotes the average number of effective ideas submitted by their neighbours, and the y-axis denotes the logarithm of the effective ideas submitted by an ego, which was predicted by our panel Poisson model. Figure 5 showed that, under different intensities of constraint (high, middle, or low), the directions of the effect of neighbour's performance changed. In an open-network structure (in case of low constraint), neighbours with larger average effective idea submissions have a larger positive effect on an ego's effective idea submission; in contrast, in an enclosed network structure (in case of high constraint), neighbours with larger average effective idea submissions have a larger negative effect on an ego's effective idea submission. The result was consistent with our research hypothesis.
However, there was still an alternative explanation for our results: the interaction between the two independent variables, constraint and neighbour's average effective idea submissions, was just a by-product of the interaction between neighbours' average effective idea submission and the four control variables. In other words, the constraint may just correlate to the four control variables. Therefore, the significant effect of the interaction of constraint and neighbours' average effective idea submission may only indicate that the interactions of the four control variables and the neighbours' average effective idea submission are significant. To rule out this alternative possibility, we built an additional model, including not only the interaction between the neighbours' average effective idea submission and the constraint, but also the interactions between the neighbours' average effective idea submission and all four control variables. The results of this additional model are shown in the Table 3 . In the model without interaction, the p-value of the neighbours' average effective idea submission (row 1 column 1) was 2 × 10 −16 . The p-value of the constraint (row 2 column 1) was also 2 × 10 −16
In the model with interaction, the p-value of the neighbours' average effective idea submission (row 1 column 2) was 1.45 × 10 −5 . The p-value of theconstraint (row 2 column 2) was 2 × 10 −16 . The p-value of the interaction of constraint and neighbours' average effective idea submission (row 3 column 2) was 2 × 10 −16 2 × 10 −16 is the smallest value which can be computed by the software (R). It indicates that the p-value is very close to 0 Fig. 5 The illustration of interaction of constraint and neighbours' average effective idea submission. The three lines represent three hypothetical users whose constraints are equal to the mean (the middle constraint), the mean plus one standard deviation (the high constraint), and the mean minus one standard deviation (the low constraint), respectively. All control variables of these three users are equal to the respective means. The x-axis denotes the average number of effective ideas submitted by their neighbours, and the y-axis denotes the logarithm of the effective ideas submitted by an ego, which was predicted by our panel Poisson model. The coloured areas show the confident intervals of the logarithm of predicted effective ideas submission.
In this model, the interaction of the neighbours' average effective idea submission and the constraint was still significantly negative (coefficient = −0.14 and p-value = 0.05). This means that the negative interaction of neighbours' average effective idea submission with constraint is not a by-product of the interactions of neighbours' average effective idea submissions with other attributions (control variables) of the ego.
In addition, other significant interactions also implied that the direction of the effect of the neighbours' average effective idea submission was affected both by the network structure and by the ego's attributions. We consider that this result implies a direction of the future study and will discuss it further in the "Future studies".
To summarise all aforementioned analyses, the results obtained robustly supported our research hypothesis.
Discussion
In this paper, we showed that there is a significant interplay between the openness of the network structures of the egos and the innovation performance of the neighbours. When the network structures around the egos are open, they experience a more positive effect on their innovation from their neighbours with higher innovation performance. Conversely, if the network structures around the egos are enclosed, their innovation experiences more negative effects from neighbours with higher innovation performance.
Overall implication. In previous studies, the innovation performance of neighbours and the network structure are always considered separately with no regard to the interaction between them (Capaldo, 2007; Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006; Grosser et al., 2017; Nooteboom, 2000; Nooteboom, 2006; Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017; Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003; Shah et al., 2018) . However, based on existing theories, the interaction is even more important (Granovetter, 1983; Lin, 2002) . Indeed, the innovative neighbours are important for the ego's innovation since they will strongly affect the ego. However, the effectiveness of the information provided by neighbours is moderated by the network structure (Burt, 2009; Lin, 2002) . Only when considering the interplay between network structure and neighbours' innovation abilities can we obtain a comprehensive understanding of the impacts of these two factors. Therefore, this research filled an important gap in understanding the interplay between network structure and neighbours' performance in user innovation.
More broadly, a similar moderating effect from the network structure is also implied in other activities, such as online investment (Pentland, 2015) . Our findings, thus, also point to more discussions about the interplay between network features beyond user innovation and indicate the limitations in solely considering a single network feature in future studies.
The implication of real-world application. We believe that our results also contribute to the findings in the management domain and organisation research: The social interactions do not always benefit the innovation; by contrast, sometime social interactions will even impair the potential innovation ability of the agent (Pentland and Feldman, 2007) . Additionally, our results provided an important instruction for innovative organisation design. The interactions through an open-network structure will be beneficial, but those through an enclosed network may lead a contrary effect. Therefore, when managers try to design their organisation to be innovative, they should leave some "bridges" across different subgroups and departments so that the social network keeps open.
Future studies. For further discussions, we believe that our research can be expanded in the following four ways:
1. The additional model (in Table 3 ) indicated that the direction of the effect of neighbours' innovation performance was affected both by the network structure and by the ego's attributions. A "novice" ego (who spent only a short time in "Idea Storm" and had less neighbours and idea submissions) will be more negatively affected by the neighbours with high innovation performance in an enclosed network structure than an experienced ego (who spent longer time in "Idea Storm" and had more neighbours and idea submissions). This is believed to be because the high-status neighbours affect a "novice" ego more deeply than an experienced ego. However, this possibility requires further testing in future research. 2. Verifying our results within an information-flow network:
The essence of the network in this research is the signal of preference and attention allocation. The ties between nodes showed who had a preference on whom. Although it is reasonable to consider the structure of the preference network and use the constraint to measure it (Cho and Shih, 2011; Vilhena et al., 2014) , we expect that the effect of the network structure will become more evident when considering an information-flow network. In this type of network, the ties show information-flow relationship between nodes. Thus, nodes without ties between each other exchange no information. We expect that this stricter definition on the network would facilitate the effect of the network structure.
Merging with other data sets including individual features:
Because of the anonymization in the "Idea Storm", the individual features of users were inaccessible in our data set. Instead, we controlled the potential individual differences by the panel regression method. We did not choose other data sets with individual features because the "Idea Storm" documents both interactions between users and their innovation abilities. To the best of our knowledge, it is the only data set including both the network and the innovation performance in the user innovation domain. Of course, if there are other data sets, which can provide more individual information, some other interesting discussions between the relationship of individual features and the network features can be explored. Thus, in the future research, considerable effort should be allocated for data searching and assembling to enrich the "Idea Storm" by other data sets. 4. Analysing different interactive behaviours separately: in this research, because of the essential similarity between the "vote" and the "comment", we regarded these two behaviours as synonymous. However, it is also interesting to consider the effect of different networks shaped by the two different behaviours. Therefore, it is valuable for future studies to conduct this analysis, especially when their data includes different interactive behaviours.
